Substance P and antinociception.
Substance P (SP)-induced antinociception is still a topic of controversy. Some investigators have failed to see an antinociceptive effect of SP, particularly following intraperitoneal administration. In the present experiments SP induced significant hot plate antinociception in male mice, following intraperitoneal administration. SP exhibited a bell-shaped dose response curve, and the antinociceptive effect was dependent on the pH of the vehicle. The antinociceptive effect of SP lasted for at least 1 hr and was naloxone-reversible. The antinociceptive effect of SP could be prevented by housing subjects collectively rather than individually during the experiment. In conclusion, the bell-shaped dose response curve, the solution pH and different testing procedures all influence the effects of SP on nociception. Given this complexity, it is not surprising that some experiments fail to demonstrate antinociception following SP administration.